Celebrate National Poetry Month

By CHRIS DELEO

Across
1. Christian Grey's specialty in "Fifty Shades of Grey"
7. Donkey's call
13. Some suspicious fires
19. "It was absolutely necessary"
20. President who was imprisoned for 27 years
21. 14-line poem
22. What libraries will do with books many times over
23. Shifts
24. Stubborn, as a problem
25. "Success is counted sweetest / By those who ne'er succeed / To comprehend a nectar / Requires sorest need..."
27. What you’re having when you’re having tons of fun
28. "I haven’t ___"
29. Gertrude who wrote "Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose"
32. "Vive le ___!" (old French cry)
33. The Rockies, on scoreboards
36. Sierra Nevada product
37. Family head
40. Word before and after "oh"
42. Unmetered poetry
46. "Two roads diverged in a yellow wood. / And sorry I could not travel both / And be one traveler, long I stood..."
49. Florida’s ___ National Forest
50. Brand name containing two hyphens
52. U.S. weather acgy.
53. Poe’s "The ___ and the Pendulum"
54. Prefix with nautical
55. Flays flat
57. They bring tears to one’s eyes
61. "The vaged bird sings / with a fearful trill / of things unknown / but longed for still..."
65. Noggin knocks
68. " Gone With the Wind" setting
73. Sister of Cronus
74. "The Persistence of Memory" artist
75. Call to the Coast Guard
76. Scorch
78. Sleeping place
80. "...They always knew it was you. / Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I’m through."
83. Liquid hospital supply
85. Badger
87. Agitate
88. Implement for confident crossword solvers
89. Fire
92. Out of sight
94. Is imminent

97. "I celebrate myself, and sing myself. / And what I assume you shall assume, / For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you..."
101. He played Gilligan on "Gilligan’s Island"
104. Poems of admiration
105. Rock grp. with the 1977 song "Rockaria!"
106. Preschooler
108. "Ain't happening" Cab competitor
109. Carry with effort
110. Carry with effort
111. Dickens’s Edwin
113. Awards show for top athletes
116. Gold Medal product
118. "I’ve known rivers: / I’ve known rivers ancient as the world and older than the flow of human blood in human veins. / My soul has grown deep like the rivers..."
126. Like the meter in a 21
128. Show contempt for
129. Bring into being
130. Braces (oneself)
131. 25-, 46-, 61-, 80-, 97-, and 118-Across
132. Quick on the uptake
133. English king who was a son of William the Conqueror
134. ___ Herman (Paul Reubens character)
135. "___ and Man" (Tolstoy short story)

90. Her 2018 album "Dancing Queen"
122. They bring tears to one’s eyes
124. Small computer program
125. Professor Trelawney in the Harry Potter books, e.g.
126. The Rockies
127. "Vive le ___!" (old French cry)
129. Bring into being
130. Braces (oneself)
131. 25-, 46-, 61-, 80-, 97-, and 118-Across
132. Quick on the uptake
133. English king who was a son of William the Conqueror
134. ___ Herman (Paul Reubens character)
135. "___ and Man" (Tolstoy short story)

101. He played Gilligan on "Gilligan’s Island"
104. Poems of admiration
105. Rock grp. with the 1977 song "Rockaria!"
106. Preschooler
108. "Ain't happening" Cab competitor
109. Carry with effort
110. Carry with effort
111. Dickens’s Edwin
113. Awards show for top athletes
116. Gold Medal product
118. "I’ve known rivers: / I’ve known rivers ancient as the world and older than the flow of human blood in human veins. / My soul has grown deep like the rivers..."
126. Like the meter in a 21
128. Show contempt for
129. Bring into being
130. Braces (oneself)
131. 25-, 46-, 61-, 80-, 97-, and 118-Across
132. Quick on the uptake
133. English king who was a son of William the Conqueror
134. ___ Herman (Paul Reubens character)
135. "___ and Man" (Tolstoy short story)

Down
1. Father
2. *cough*
3. "The Persistence of Memory" artist
4. TV’s "American ___"
5. Certain court order
6. He was defeated by Reagan in the 1984 presidential election
7. Three-line poem
8. "Man will do many things to get himself loved, he will do all things to get himself ___": Mark Twain
9. Site of an early fall
10. Half of some matched sets
11. Some saxophones
12. "I had nothing to do with it"
13. Make inquiries
14. Actress Saoirse with two Oscar nominations
15. Pretentious sort
16. It borders five U.S. states
17. Unfortunately bottom line on an earnings report
18. Coal creator
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Finisher of cakes
Make, as an income
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"Man will do many things to get..."
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Item at the end of a wizard’s staff
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